Students Urged to Work Hard, Be Smart and Confident to Face Challenges


M V Muthuramalingam, founder chairman, Velammal Educational Trust, presided over the function. Nandakumar Venkatchary, senoir director, Cognizant Technology Solutions, was the chief guest and T Manigandan, director of Kindle Device Software group in Amazon.com, Chennai, was the guest of honour.

The function commenced with an invocation performance by college students. Principal T Chandrashekar welcomed the gathering and presented the annual report. Muthuramalingam delivered the presidential address. Venkatchary and Manigandan advised students to work hard, and be smart and confident to face challenges.

There were cultural activities such as mime, dance and music. Director M V M Sasaki Kumar and advisor K Razak were present. Vice principal S Soundararajan proposed a vote of thanks.